Surface Equivalent of inner and outer sphere
processes
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Marcus Theory explains the rates of electron transfer
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Hole Injection at
semiconductor/liquid
interface only occurs
after acceptor level
shifts to transition
state

')?+0B%320#BG&&O&&'B/2#+B%

Rate depends on
reorganization energy
and the position of the
acceptor level

W (E) = e

− λ /4 kBT
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Hole Injection at
semiconductor/liquid
interface only occurs
after acceptor level
shifts to transition
state

')?+0B%320#BG&&O&&'B/2#+B%

Rate depends on
reorganization energy
and the position of the
acceptor level

(
W (E) = e
−

2
°
EV −Eox + λ /4 λ kBT

)
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Si etching in Fluoride is self-limiting
van Buuren, Dinh, Chase, Siekhaus & Terminello PRL 80, 3803 (1998)

! VBM Shifts in
quantum confined
structures
! Rate of hole
injection depends
on the crystallite
size
! Nanocrystals etch
progressively more
slowly below ~5 nm
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The effects of quantum confinement
confinem
inem
nem
m
ment
are implicated both in the self
se
ellf-limiting
e
elf
-liim
m
nature of Si etching in fluorid
fluoride
de
solutions and in the developmen
development of
visible photoluminescence when Si
nanostructures drop below ~ 5 nm in
critical dimension.

Kolasinski, Aindow, Barnard, Ganguly,
Koker, Wellner, Palmer, Field, Hamley &
Poliakoff, J. Appl. Phys. 88 (5), 2472-2479
(2000)
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Uniform Layers & PL
L$+#)&(+R$#

ST&(+R$#

• Control of layer thickness with uniform porosity
leads to white light interference induced colors
• Quantum confinement induced bang gap widening
is instrumental to the observation of visible
photoluminescence (PL)
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H-terminated Si is inert in HF(aq). A hole must be generated in the Si valence band
to initiate etching. This can be generated by
• applied bias (electrochemistry)
• photon absorption (photoelectrochemistry or laser assisted etching)
• electron transfer to an oxidant (stain etching)
• catalytic electron transfer to an oxidant (metal assisted etching)
Stain Etching
Semiconductor | Solution

Fe3+, IrCl62–, VO2+, Ce4+ follow Marcus kinetics. VO2+ is optimally coupled to Si VB
KW Kolasinski, JW Gogola, WB Barclay, A test of Marcus theory predictions for
43
electroless etching of silicon, J. Phys. Chem. C 2012, 116, 21472–21481

Gerischer Mechanism of Si Etching
H-terminated surface is inert
Si remains H-terminated throughout
Activated by hole injection
Initiation tied to electronic structure
Band gap widening due to quantum
confinement in nanostructures leads
to self-limiting etching
! Activation provided by bias, photon
absorption or oxidant
!
!
!
!
!

Gerischer, Allongue, & Costa Kieling,
Ber. Bunsen-Ges. Phys. Chem. 97
(1993) 753
Kooij & Vanmaekelbergh, J.
Electrochem. Soc. 144, 1296 (1997).
Kolasinski, Phys. Chem. Chem. Phys. 5
(2003) 1270
Kolasinski, Surf. Sci 603 (2009) 1904
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The reaction stoichiometry of stain etching differs from anodic
etching not because of a mechanistic change but because of the
kinetics of conduction band electron transfer. VO2+ accepts
electrons much faster than H+ as predicted by Marcus theory and
at a rate that exhibits maximal coupling to the Si valence band.

V/Si
H2/Si
Stain Etching 1.98±0.13 1.01±0.08
VO2+ is optimally coupled to Si VB and also accepts e– from CB
U%B3+0&)#0$+%R
−
Etch Si + 2HF + 2HF2− + VO +2 + 2H + → H 2SiF6 + H 2 + VO 2+ + H 2O + eCB

Counter

−
VO +2 + 2H + + eCB
→ VO 2+ + H 2O

"
#$%&'&()'* +,-./+,01&2334&56&6$,&,
+
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Molar stoichiometry:

Ox
= 2,
Si

H2
=1
Si

IB/",+%,6+&4&V"G0/"M-&U%R)*K&.$)?K-&W%#K&X3K&X%R/K&:> 7>N8J;&=YJ8
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Stain etching of wafers can produce uniform,
conformal, thick, photoluminescent porous
layers when optimized
! Capillary forces
generated during
drying of
nanostructures can
approach 10 GPa
! Critical point drying
can be used
minimize damage
Kolasinski, in Handbook of Porous Silicon,
edited by Leigh T. Canham
(Springer Verlag, Berlin, 2014), p. 35
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Drying as well as gas
bubble formation lead
to capillary forces
Depending on how
etching is performed,
these forces can lead to
exfoliation or pillar
formation

Campbell, Jones, Nakamichi, Wei, Zajchowski, Thomas, J.
Vac. Sci. Technol. B 1995, 13, 1184-1189.
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